Dear Parent

As you are aware that Extramarks is providing us with the software for the smart lessons being used in the classrooms. Extramarks has offered complementary software that can be accessed from home for revision/ preparation for Annual Examination. Kindly register as student only (avoid clicking on Teacher or Parent).

For accessing the complete software for a particular class, the stepwise log in is explained in the following flow chart. The **gift code** to be applied is **E833**

---

**How Does It Work**

1. **Register**
   - Visit www.extramarks.com
   - Register

2. **Avail Gift**
   - Enter your school details
   - Enter Gift code (enclosed)

3. **Learn Practice Test**
   - Curriculum synced concepts
   - Practice modules for all subjects
   - Unlimited Tests

---

Kind Regards

Shalini Bajaj
Head of the School